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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the topology ofthe manifolds 
of constant momentum, angular momentum, and energy occurring in some 
n-body problems. These integral m nifolds were characterized by Smale [S] 
for the planar n-body problem of celestial mechanics and independently 
by Easton [2] for the planar 3-body problem. The results of [2] are xtended 
here to treat nonplanar n-body problems. Cabral [l] has described the 
integral m nifolds ofthe nonplanar Ne~onian n-body problem for negative 
energies and zero angular momentum. In this paper the integral manifolds 
for nonzero angular momentum are studied. Part of the bifurcation set
(see Definition 1.13) for the Newtonian n-body problem is explicitly described 
and is shown to be determined by the set of central configurations (see
Definition 2.3). Cabral [l] has also characterized partof this bifurcation 
set. His result isgeneralized in 1.16 below. 
1. TOPOLOGY OF THE INTEGRAL MANIFOLDS 
NOTATION 1.1. Let (Q, P) f (R3)” x (R9)“. Thus Q = (ql ,..., 4%)and 
p = (PI ,***1 pgl), where the qk and p, are vectors inI?. q*(j) and p%(j) 
will denote the jth components ofqk and p, , respectively. We will identify 
(R8)” with (R”)s via the correspondence Q t-j (Q(l), Q(2), Q(3)), where 
Q?(j) = Mj)~-~, cz&iN- If v and w are vectors inR*, then (v, w> and ( v 1 
will denote the Euclidian i ner product of v and w and the Euclidian norm 
of v, respectively. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.2. We will adopt he following model to describe the 
motion of n mutually interacting particles in RS. 
* Partially supported byN.S.F. Grant GP-38585. 
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(a) qk and p, will denote, respectively, the position a d momentum 
of the kth particle. 
(b) The motion of the particles is governed by the Hamiltonian 
system of differential equ tions 
4kW = apk(j) -!- m?, 0 
* 
ik(3) = aqk(j) -a ff(Q, PI, 
j = 1, 2, 3, and k = l,..., n  
(c) The Hamiltonian function H(Q, P) is defined onan open subset 
of Rs5” x R3* and has the form H(Q, P) = T(P) - U(Q). 
(4 T(P) = I% m;l 1 p, I2 where mlc > 0 denotes the mass of the 
kth particle. T(P) represents thetotal kinetic energy of the system. 
(e) U(Q) is translation and rotation invariant. That is, for each aE R3 
U(a + Q) = U(Q), where a + Q = (a + q1 ,..., a + q,,). Also for each 
3 x 3 orthogonal matrix p we have U(p * Q) = U(Q) where p . Q = 
(P!71 ?...T I%)- 
It is well known that he existence of integrals foraHamiltonian system 
of equations i related tothe symmetries ofthe system. Inparticular, the 
Galilean symmetry of the potential energy function U(Q) which we have 
assumed above implies that he system conserves momentum and angular 
momentum. Since momentum is conserved it is possible to choose a coordinate 
system in which the center of mass of the system is at the origin and the 
total momentum is zero. Our goal is to study the integral manifolds for 
n-body problems modeled as in Hypothesis 1.2 with respect tothis pecial 
coordinate system. 
DEFINITION 1.3. For w E R3, and h E RI define 
J(w) = I 
(Q, P) E R3n X R3n 1 f- mkqk = 0, 
k=l 
&k = ’ 
I 
n 
c qk x Pk = w~ Q#O 
k=l 
and define M(h, W) = {(Q, P) E J(W) (H(Q, P) = h}. 
M(h, w) is called an integral manifold for the n-body problem odeled 
by Hypothesis 1.2. For most values of h and W, M(h, W) is a submanifold 
of Ran x Ran of dimension 6n - 10. If (Q(t), P(t)) is a solution fthe 
Hamiltonian system of equations * and (Q(t), P(t)) E M(h, w), then it is a 
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standard esult that (Q(t), P(t)) E M(h, W) f or all tin the domain of definition 
of the solution. 
By a rotation ofcoordinates w  may assume that w = (0, 0, ws). Thus 
M(h, wi) and M(h, ~a) are diffeomorphic provided 1 w1 1 = j wa I. In what 
follows ewill always assume that w has the form w = (0, 0, ~a). 
DEFINITIONS 1.4. Define the projection E R3” x R3” + R3n x R3n by 
r(Q, P) = (Q(l), Q(2), 0P(l), P(2), 0). Define 
h-4 = {(Q, p)~J(w) I Q(3) = P(3) = 01. 
Finally, define m to be the n x n diagonal mass matrix with diagonal 
(ml ,..., m,)and define e to be the n-vector with each component equal to 1. 
LEMMA 1.5. For w3 # 0, g( w is a 2n - 4 plane vector bundle over J(U) ) 
with respect tothe projection I’. 
Proof. In vector notation 
/ 
(Q, P> I (Q(i), me>= 0, for i= 1,2,3 
<P(i), 4 = 0, for i = 1,2,3 
l(w) = <Q(3),P(2D -(Q(2), P(3)) = 0 
<QU)sP(3D - <Q(3),Wb = 0 
(Q(l), WD - (Q(2), P(l)) = ~3. 
Clearly r(J(u)) = J(u). Now fix (Q, P”)E J(U). Define W, E Rsn for 
E = 1, 2, 3, 4 by WI = (me, 0), W2 = (0, e), W3 = (P”(l), -Q(l)), 
and W, = (p(2), -Q(2)). The W’s are linearly independent since if 
‘&, clWt = 0, then taking the inner product of Cf=, clW, with the vectors 
(Q(l), P(1)) and (Q(2), P(2)), respectively, gives csw3 = 0 and c4w3 = 0. 
Hence c3 = cp = 0 and since WI and W, are independent we also have 
cl = c2 = 0. Now 
1 
(Q, 0 Q(i) = &G>, for i=1,2 
r-y&, P) = P(i) = P(i), for i=l,2 
<(Q(3), P(3)), W > = 0 for 1 = 1,2, 3,4 
Since the WL’s are independent r-l@, P”) is a 2n - 4 plane. Clearly I’
is locally trivial. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.6. J( ) w is a 2n - 3 plane vector bundle over B = (Q: 1 Q 1 > 0, 
Q(3) = 0, (Q(i), me> = 0 for i = 1, 2) with respect o the projection 
r: (Q, PI - 8. b> is isomorphic to J(O) and l(O) is isomorphic to 
(0, m) x T(S2n-3) where T(S2n-3) denotes the tangent bundle qf the 2n - 3 
sphere. 
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Proof. It follows from the definitions of J(W) and v that ~~(J(uJ)) = B.
Now fix & E B. Then +(&) = {(Q, P): P(3) = 0, and ((P(l), P(2)), V ) = 0, 
for 1 = 1,2, 3) where V, = (e, 0), Va = (0, e), and V, = (-Q(2), Q(1)). 
Vi , Vz , V, are linearly independent since (me, &(I)) = 0. Hence n-‘(Q) 
is a 2n - 3 plane. T is clearly ocally trivial. The map (Q, P) -+ 
(Q2, P - Pmin(Q)) establishes theisomorphism between J(w) and J(O) 
where Pmrn(Q) = wa[I mQ(1)12 + 1 ~~Q(2)1~]-‘(--mQ(2), mQ(l), 0). The choice 
of Pmi,(Q) is motivated byTheorem 1.7 below. The map (Q, P) -+ (1 Q I, 
Q/l Q I, (-P(2), P(l), 0)) es a is es the isomorphism between J(O) and tb  h
(0, co) x T(5’2”-3). Herewe identify T(S2n-3) with 
(8, P): Q(3) = P(3) = 0, IQI=L 
(Q(i), me> = 0, for i=l,2 
<P(i), e)= 0, for i=1,2 
(8, P> = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
It turns out that J( w) is not a vector bundle with respect to he projection r. 
Local triviality fails atpoints of B of the form (rX, sX, 0) where X E Rn, 
and r, s are scalars. Forthis reason it is appropriate to study the integral 
manifolds M(h, W) using the projection r. 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose w3 # 0 and suppose U(Q(l), Q(2), hQ(3)) is a 
monotone d creasing fu ction of Xfor h E [0, 00). Then with respect to he projec- 
tion I’, M(h, W) is a singular 2n - 5 sphere bundle over u {m(k, w): k ,( h} 
where Ic?‘(K, W) = M(k, W) n J(w). The $b res collapse to points over the set 
i@(h, w). 
Proof. H(Q, P) = H(r(Q, P)) + G(Q, P), where 
G(Q, f’> = 1/2+-lP(3), P(3)) + u(Q(l), Q(2), 0) - u(Q). 
Since G > 0 we must have H(r(Q, P)) < h. It follows that r(M(h, w)) = 
(J {A?@, OJ): h < h}. Now fix (0, P) in the base space. There is a 2n - 4 
plane in J(W) over this base point by Lemma 1.5. The equation G(Q, P) = 
h - H(Q, P) determines a 2n - 5 sphere in this plane except when 
h - H(&, P”) = 0. In this case (Q, P) E A?&h, w) and the sphere degenerates 
to a point. The fact hat he equation G(Q, P) = h - H(&, E’) determines 
a sphere is established as follows: G@(l), Q(2), X&(3), P(l), P(2), P(3)) is 
an unbounded monotone increasing function fh which is zero when h = 0. 
Hence each ray (Q(l), Q(2), hQ(3), P(l), P(2), P(3)) in the 2n - 4 plane 
in J(W) above (9, P”) intersects {G(Q, P) = h - H(&, P”)} exactly once. 
Hence this et is a sphere. 
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R~arks. The projection I’ projects (Q, P) onto their components in
the direction of the plane perpendicular to w. The sets A?@, W) are the 
integral m nifolds for the planar n-body problem in the plane perpendicular 
to w. 
The hypothesis that U(Q(l), Q(2), A&(3)) is a monotone increasing 
function fh holds for potential functions of the form 
u(Q) = t: mm I qi - qi lea where dal, 
l<i<@ 
In particular the above theorem holds for the Newtonian n-body problem. 
We show in Theorem 1.16 below that as a consequence of the above theorem 
the bifurcation set(see Definition 1.13) for the nonplanar p oblem is 
determined bythe bifurcation set for the planar problem. 
Our next objective s to describe the integral manifolds &!(A, w). It will 
be necessary to first compute the minimum of the kinetic energy function T 
on n-l(Q) n J(w) for each Q. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let A = (Q 1 cE=, m&k = 0, 1 Q j > 01. For Q E A 
define L(Q, U) = (P 1 (Q, P) E J(W)>. Then v(J(w)) = A and L(Q, w) = 
r+(Q) n I(m). For Q EA define C+(Q) = -c”,, ~~~(~) q,(j) for i # j 
and o&Q) = ~~=, m&$ qk la - (q,(i))*]. Let a(Q) denote the 3 X 3 symmetric 
matrix with entries q(Q). 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose w # 0. Then 
(4 481~ = w h as a solution p = fpl ,p2 , p.J if and only ;f L(Q, w) 
is nonempty. 
(b) If L(Q, W) # o then T restricted to L(Q, W) has a minimum 
Tmin(Q) which occws at the unique point P,gn(Q) = xfS, piV+(Q) where 
VdQ) = (0, --Q(3), mQWh VdQ) = @Q(3), 0, -mQU)L v,(Q) = 
(-mQ(2), mQ(l), 01, ad P is determined by the equation cup = w. 
(c) IfL(Q, W) # % and Q(3) # 0 then det a(Q) # 0 and TIT&Q) =
W4T~lllQ) %dQ> -au(Q) 4QlWt 4Q). 
(d) If Q(3) = 0 th m L(Q, w) # ia, TM*(Q) = lP-44Q) ad 
PmdQ) =[w&dQ)l(-mQ(% l), 0 .
Proof. We will consider P and Q as vectors in(R”)3. Thus 
i 
P: (P, Ag> = 0, for i= 1,2,3 
L(Qt ~1 = 
! 
(P, v,(Q)> = 0, for i=l,Z 
<P, v,(Q)> = ~3 , 
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where A, = (e, 0, 0), A, = (0, e, 0), and A, = (0, 0, e). SupposeL(Q, W)# @. 
Then the normal plane to L(Q, W) is spanned by the vectors A,, A,, A,, 
Vi(Q), V,(Q), V,(Q). Clearly T has a minimum at some point P,, EL(Q, w). 
Since grad T(P) = (M-lP(l), M-lP(2), iVPP(3)) it follows that &VP0 = 
C;=, &A, + C;x, piVi(Q) w h ere hi and pi are real numbers where M is 
the 372 x 3n matrix 
From the definitions t follows that 
(Ai, MAj) = 0 if i#j 
(Ai, MAi) = m, + *‘. + m, 
(Ai, MVi(Q)) = 0 Vi, j. 
Using these qualities w  compute that (Ai, P,) = h,[m, + ... + m,]. 
Hence hi = 0 for i = 1,2,3. Since Pa EL(Q, W) we also compute that 
<PO > Vi(Q)> = wi f or i = 1,2,3. Since aii(Q) = (MVJQ), Vj(Q)) it 
follows that (pi ,pa , ps) is a solution fthe equation a(Q)p = u. On the 
other hand, if a(&)~ = w has a solution, then C p,MV,(Q) belongs to 
L(Q, w) establishing thatL(Q, ) w is nonempty. This proves part (a) of the 
proposition. 
We have seen that if P,, is a minimum of T then P, = Cis, pLiMVi(Q), 
where p is a solution fthe equation a(Q)p = w. We will now show that 
P,&Q) is unique. This is clearly the case when det a(Q) # 0. Let x = 
(m)1/2 Q(l), y = (m)1/2 Q(2) and z = (m)‘i2 Q(3). Then 
I Y I2 + I .x 12, -(x7 Y>, 
40) = -(X> Y>, I x i2 + I Jx I29 
-4% z>, -CY, z>, 
It follows that 1x I2 + 1 y I2 > 0 since otherwise a(&)~ = w has no solutions. 
Thus det a(Q) = 0 implies that (I y 12 + 1 x /“)(I x 2 + 1 z 1”) - ((x, y))s = 0 
and it follows that z = 0, and x = rW, y = SW, where W is a unit vector 
in Rn. Not both rand s are zero. Suppose s # 0, then a(Q)p = w has infinitely 
many solutions p of the form p = (--r~-$~ , p2 , ws/(r2 + 9)). But in 
this case V,(Q) = (0, 0, smW) and V,(Q) = (0, 0, --rmW) and therefore 
piI’, + p2V2(Q) = 0. Hence Pm&Q) is unique. A similar gument 
shows Pmin(Q) is unique when r # 0. Hence part (b) of the proposition 
is proved. 
SQSi’9/2-5 
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We have shown that if L(Q, w) = ia and det a(Q) = 0 then x = 0 
and hence Q(3) = 0. Consequently L(Q, w) # ia and Q(3) + 0 imply that 
dd o(Q) # 0. We compute that ~~~~(Q) = l/&,ua .Solving for iu, by 
Cramer’s rule yields 
TmdQ) = 1/2~3~EdQ) %2(Q) - ~rz(Q) adQ)l/det 4Qh 
This proves (c). 
If Q(3) = 0 then the equation CE(Q)~ = w is solved by inspection f r
p1 = pz = 0 and E~.I = wJa&Q). Hence L(Q, w) # ~zi, Tmin(Q) =
l~2~~2~~(Q) and f'min(Q) = [~~~~(Q)l(-~Q(2~, mQ(l), 0 .T&s corn- 
pletes the proof. 
The confi~rations Q for which L(Q, w) = or are those of the form 
Q = (rW, SW, tW) w h ere W is a unit vector in Rn and t # 0. Physically 
this corresponds to adistribution of the n bodies along aline in R3 which 
is not perpendicular to w. Discontinuities of Z”min(Q) occur for those Q
of the form Q = (YW, SW, 0). 
PROPOSITION 1.10. 
~(~(h, w))=-(J(w)) n (Q Ih+ u(Q) - ~min(Q) 2 0%
Proof. Q ET@+, w)) f i and only if Q E ~(~(~)) and the equation 
T(P) = h + u(Q) h as a solution P Ev-r(Q) n J(w). This equation has a 
solution ifand only if T,&Q, u) ,( h + U(Q). This completes the proof. 
The set rr(M(h, w)) plays the role of a Hill’s region. Points of n(M(h, w)) 
specify the possible configurations of the n bodies in space subject tothe 
constraints that heir center of mass is at the origin, their total momentum 
is zero, their total angular momentum is w and their total energy is h. 
We are now ready to characterize the integral manifolds J&h, w). 
DEFINITION 1 .l 1. Define 
E(k 4 = 3(o) n NQ, p> I WQ, p> = h - W4/4QN 
and define (h, w) = v(E(A, w)). Define @p: J(O) -+ J(U) by @(Q, P) = 
(Q, P + kd~w(Q11(-~QG% mQUh 0)). 
PROPOSITION 1.12. (a) @ is a di~eo~phis~ of 3(O) onto g(w) whzkh 
takes E(h, W) onto M(h, w). (b) e(h, w) = {Q E r(s(w)) ] h + U(Q) - 
W4~(Q) 2 01. (4 Wh w is a sing&r 272 - 4 sphere bundle over e(h, o) 1 
with respect tothe projection P. The spheres collapse ov r 
@h, w> = (Q E e(h, w) Ih + U(Q) - 1/2w3V4Q) = 01. 
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Proof. (a) and (b) are easy consequences of the definitions. To prove 
(c) let Q0 E e(h, w). Then 
+(Q,,) n WG w> 
= [+(Qo) n ~@>I n {(Soy p) IVI = h + YQo) -V4/(~33(Q& 
By Lemma 1.6, +(Qs) n f(0) is a 2n - 3 plane and the equation T(P) = 
h + U(Q& - 1/2ws2/%(Q,,) determines a 2n - 4 sphere in this plane. 
The spheres collapse to points for over ae(h, w). One can show that he 
projection v islocally trivial. This completes the proof. 
For the 3-body problem a more detailed description of the surfaces 
a(/~, w) is given in [2] and [5]. W e are now ready to characterize the set 
of values of the parameters h and w where the topology ofa(h, w) changes. 
DEFINITION 1.13. 
I (h, 1) E Rl x R3 / (h, 1) is the limit of points ,E! = (h’, I’) such that M(h’, I’) is not homeomorph cto M(h, 1). 
j3 is called the bifurcation set. Let &, = ((A, I) E/I 1 hZ = 01. Define 
(h, W) E R1 x R3 ( w = (0, 0, wa) and (h, w) is the 
fl = 
I 
limit of points (h’, w’) E /? such that @(h, w) 
is not homeomorphic toA?(Zz, w). 
fl is called the bifurcation set for the planar problem. 
DEFINITION 1.14. For Q E &(w)) define 
G(Q, hw) = h + u(Q) - 1/2%2/%(Q). 
An exceptional point is a point Q,, Em(J(w)) such that for some (h, wO), 
G(Qs , h, , UJ,,) = 0 and grad G(Q,, h, , ~a) = 0. Let 8 denote the set of 
exceptional points. For Q,, ~8 let /3(Q,J = ((A, W) 1 G(QO , h, W) = O}. Let 
kW = U V(QcJ I Qo E81. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Suppose hw # 0 and suppose am(h, W) contains o
exceptional points where m(h, W) = +@(h, w)) and am(h, w) denotes the 
boundary ofm(h, W) considered as a subset of m(J(w)). Then m(h, w) is amanifold 
with boundary and (h, w) 4 p. Hence (p - &) C/l(8). 
Proof. m(h, W) = {Q ~~(gjw)) 1 G(Q) > O}. grad G(Q) does not vanish 
on am(h, W) by hypothesis. It follows that &n(h, W) = G--l(O) is amanifold 
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and that m(h, W) is a manifold with boundary. Furthermore for (h’, w’) 
sufficiently closeto (h, w), grad G(Q, h’, w’) does not vanish in a neighborhood 
of &n(h, w). Using standard techniques of Cobordism theory (see [3]) it 
follows that m(h’, w’) is diffeomorphic to m(h, w) for (h’, w’) sufficiently 
close to (h, w). FromProposition 1.12 it follows that a(&, w’) is diffeomorphic 
to A?(h, w). Hence (h, W) $ ,I? This completes the proof. 
I expect that generically the set d of exceptional points i one dimensional, 
and that d is the transversal intersection of the sets G-l(O) and (grad G)-“(O). 
We will show later for the Newtonian n-body problem that he set of excep- 
tional points coincides with the set of planar central configurations. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Under the hypothesis ofTheorem 1.7, 
B - Bo C t(h> 4 I (h, @IO, IZ I)) E B(S) - Pd. 
Proof. Since M(h, wi) is diffeomorphic to M(h, wa) provided 1 w1 1 = 1 ~a j 
we can restrict ourattention t  Z’s of the form 1 = (0, 0, I 1 I). Theorem 1.7 
shows that the topology of M(h, W) is determined by the topology of 
(J (@(K, W) I K < h}. The topology ofthis et does not change for (h’, 1’) 
sufficiently close to (h, 1) provided (h, I) $ /3(S) U /I,, . 
2. APPLICATIONS TO THE NEWTONIAN ~-BODY PROBLEM 
In the Newtonian n-body problem the potential energy function isgiven by 
U(Q) = C mm I qi - 45 1-l (2.1) 
l<i<j<n 
Thus U(hQ) = h-‘U(Q) and U is rotation and translation invariant. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Q E R3” is a central configuration pr vided grad U(Q) = 
uiVZQ for some real number u. It well known that for the Newtonian potential 
u, <grad U(Q), Q> = -U(Q). Th us it follows that if grad U(Q) = uMQ 
then (T = - U(Q)/(Q, MQ). Notice also that if Q is a central configuration 
thenCt=i mkqk = 0. This follows from the fact that 0 = (grad U(Q), Ad> = 
a(MQ, Ai) for i= 1, 2, 3. 
Planar central configurations give rise to periodic solutions f the n-body 
problem which generalize those discovered by Euler and Lagrange for 
the three-body problem. Central configurations are also important inthe 
study of simultaneous collisions of the n bodies. See [6] for an enlightening 
discussion of these results. A. Wintner conjectured [6]that here are only 
a finite number of distinct central configurations. If Q is acentral configuration 
then so is hQ for any X > 0, and so is pQ for any rotation p. By the number 
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of distinct central configurations we mean the number of equivalence classes 
of central configurations modulo dilation and rotation. Recently Smale [4] 
conjectured that there are only finitely many relative equilibria forthe 
n-body problem. This is related toWintner’s conjecture since planar central 
configurations determine r lative equilibria andvice versa. We are also 
interested in central configurations si ce they determine the bifurcation 
set for the Newtonian n-body problem as we will now show. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 5 denote the set of planar central configurations 
5 = {Q,, I IQ,, I = 1, U&Q,,) = oMQ, , Q,, E B), where B = d(4) and 
where M is the 3n x 3n mass matrix 
nlo 0 
M=O m0. 
t 1 0 0 m 
For Q,-, E fdefine p(Qa) = {(h, w) j Uz(QO) s(Q,,) + 2hws2 = 0} and define 
g(Qo) = ((8, k ~1 I6 w> EB(Q~) and Q= b~s~U-YQo20) G'(Qo)lQoo>. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. d = U {&(Q,,): Q,,E5) andp - p,, C U {j3(Qo): Q,,E[}. 
Proof. Suppose that Q,,B[. Let a = U(Q,,), and b = CY&QJ. If 
(AQa ,h, w) E d for some A, h, w, then these variables must satisfy the 
equations 
h + u(Qd - l/2 I w 12b&QJ = 0, 
Uo(hQo) + I w 12bdXQo1-2 MAQ, =0. 
and 
Using the fact hat Q,, is a central configuration he second equation becomes 
A(-ab-WQo) + 1 w 12 b-W@ = 0. 
Thus we obtain the equations 
A% + Au - l/2 1 w /a 6-i = 0 
--hab-lflwl-2=0 
Thus h = 1 w I2 a-lb-’ = I w I2 U(Qo)-l[a&Q,,)]-l. Eliminating h in the 
first equation we obtain a2b + 2h / w I2 = 0. Hence B(Q,,) CQ. 
On the other hand suppose (Q, h, W) E b. Then Q,, = Q/1 Q ) is a planar 
central configuration and reversing the above argument it follows that 
(8, k ~1 E &‘(Q,). 
NOW suppose (h, UJ) E/? - pa . Then by Proposition 1.15 there xists Q 
such that (Q, h, w) E 8. Since (Q, h, w) E B(Q// Q I) it follows that (h, W) E 
/3(Q/I Q I). This completes the proof. 
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RenrurA. It can be shown for the Newtonian n-body problem that /3,, C #3. 
The central configurations for the 3-body problem are known from the 
work of Euler and Lagrange. Thus the bifurcation subset for the three 
body problem is pictured in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1the constants & , K, , Ks , K, , 
are given by Kj = Uz(Q$) asa(Qj), where Qa is the central configuration 
where the bodies form an equilateral t iangle and Qj for j = 1,2,3 are 
the three central ~o~gurations where the bodies are colinear. The K$‘s 
depend of course on the masses and when the masses of the bodies are 
equal we have Kr = KS = Ks . In general, we number these constants so 
that Kl < K, < K3 . 
In Ref. [2] the planar three body was studied and for h j w 1 < K3 the 
integral surface A?(?& w) was shown to have three components. It was observed 
that his implied that only configurations where two of the bodies were 
close to each other elative to the third were possible, andtherefore it followed 
that he same two bodies must remain close throughout the subsequent 
motion. This same conclusion holds for the nonplanar p oblem as a con- 
sequence of Theorem 1.7. In particular, M(h w) has three components 
whenever fl(h, W) has three components. 
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